




PERSPECTIVES



“We get what we get,

The budget requests are what 
they are – we wish they were 
better...”

Ben Noble 
Budget Director

City of Seattle, WA



Budgeting gone bad







City of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Resources for 
Climate and Equity





OUR CONTENTION
1. CLEAR EQUITY DEFINITION AND DATA
2. BETTER BUDGET DEVELOPMENT REQUESTS
3. READILY AVAILABLE RESOURCES TO FUND SOLUTIONS

WA





•REFLECTIONS ON TACOMA
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Budgeting for Equity - Solutions

Better Budget Development Requests (in line with Equity Action Plans)

Readily Available Resources to Fund Solutions
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City & County of Denver, Colorado

Budgeting for Equity



Perceived Disconnect

Clear Definition 
of Equity Objective

Unclear How Budget 
Supported Equity Objective



Key to Solution: Train Staff how to Recenter Budget and 
Equity Recommendations at Program Level (not line-item)

More intuitive to 
identify initiatives to 

increase equity at the 
program/service level



PROGRAM:

Snow Removal
--------------------------

OPPORTUNITY TO INCREASE EQUITY:

Prioritize walkable pathways to bus stops (economic 
access), grocery stores, city services (libraries, parks, etc)



Goal: Better budget recommendations, truly aligned with Equity objective
Path to Action: 1.) define programs and costs, 2.) program insights for equity

Skills and Capacity: create better budget proposals and fund them





Program Inventory

Line-item (resource) data

Basic Program Attributes

Impact on Outcomes

Program’s Future Direction

Program/Priority
Based Budgeting

• Imperative data to answer:
o What programs need more 

resources?
o What programs can we do 

less of?
o What programs can we 

change how we deliver?
o Where can we partner? 

• Programs are a vehicle for 
analyzing, communicating change, 
and a platform for insight and 
action

Line-item
Budgeting

• Good for informing broad 
decisions that impact cost types 
(personnel, capital, training, etc)

• Especially useful for decisions of 
non-personnel nature (defer 
capital, suspend travel, reduce 
fuel and supplies)

• Lacks connection to impacts on 
services, service-levels, and 
outcomes

Building Business Intelligence 
(Layering Data)
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Data Creation: Program Inventory

Inventory Builder
• Leverage the knowledge of ResourceX 

• Over 300,000 programs built around North America
• Users can “build” or view, add, and edit programs into their first inventory 

from the ResourceX starter list
• Simple, guided process to create programs
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Program Inventory

Line-item (resource) data



From Line-items to Programs



W H AT  D O  Y O U  S P E N D ?

§ Traditional budgets track 
line items (such as 
postage, paper, gas and 
tires) by department 
(Parks, Public Works, 
Legal, etc.).§ Item?

§ Cost?

§ Item?
§ Cost?

§ Item?
§ Cost?

§ Item?
§ Cost?

§ Item?
§ Cost?

§ Item?
§ Cost?

FROM L INE ITEMS TO 
BET TER AL IGNMENT



P R O G R A M  B U D G E T I N G

HOW IT  DIFFERS  FROM 
TRADIT IONAL 
BUDGETING
§ PBB tracks costs and 

revenues under distinct 
programs, services, and 
activities, such as snow 
removal, trail 
maintenance, and utility 
billing

Mailing Bills
$0.4m

Mailing 
Catalogues
$0.09m

Notices
$0.02m

Samples
$0.01m

Notices
$0.001m

Equipment
$0.001m

Paperless 
billing could 
save $200K

Switching to online 
marketing could 
save $100K

These savings 
can be 

reinvested into 
priority work





City of Pittsburgh PA: Institutionalize Equity Lens 
(and Climate) into Budget Development Process

















Budgeting for Equity - Solutions

Better Budget Development Requests (in line with Equity Action Plans)

Readily Available Resources to Fund Solutions
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City of Austin, TX

Goals:
1. Fund Arts and Culture programs (in spite of

91% budget reduction)
2. Prioritize Arts and Culture funding, through 

equity scoring of programs offered to 
residents

Path to Action
1. Leverage, update and refine City's current program 

inventory and costing data
2. Conduct Program Insight Workshops focused on 

raising funds from external sources to support arts 
and culture funding, diversifying revenue streams, 
and resource reallocation

3. Augment recommendations from Program Insight 
Workshop with consideration of the use of one-time 
ARPA resources to "bridge" funding for Arts and 
Culture programs for 2021, as Hotel Occupancy Tax 
revenues are re-established

4. Implement the recommendations

Capacity, Skill Development:
1. Mastery of resource maximization strategy at the program level (partnerships, new revenue generation)
2. Replicable and scalable methodology to create and fund solutions to challenges (and priorities) like 

equity, climate, etc
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City of Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania

Resources for 
Climate and Equity



$70 million dollars committed to help a select group of cities 
Develop climate action plans, with specific initiatives and costs (2018)70



40
participants

Efficiencies

Leverage 
Partners 

(Sourcing)

Entrepreneurial 
Revenue 

Generating 
(Fees, Charges)

Service 
Level 

Decrease

Service Delivery 
Changes to 

Achieve Climate 
& Equity Goals

Free up resources,
for reallocation

Free up resources,
for reallocation

Free up resources,
for reallocation

Generate new 
sources of revenue

Climate and Equity 
Program Enhancements

8
participants

8
participants

8
participants

8
participants

8
participants

Goal 1: 200 insights
40 people X 5 stations = 200 insights 

Goal 2: $12.5 million
5% of $250m in costs loaded

Insight Workshops Day 1: 
Identify Opportunities at the Program Level



Program Insight Workshop #1:

In workshop one we were able to 
introduce everyone to the concept 
of insights. Then, we met in smaller 
groups for the rest of the day. We were 
able to generate 186 initial insights.



Program Insight Workshop #2:

Workshop two focused on filtering 
the insights to create a list of 
recommended insights. Small groups had 
access to all insights and provided clarifying 
details to the insights that they thought 
were best to move forward with. Pittsburgh 
recommended 105 insights at the end of 
workshop #2.



Program Insight Workshop #3:

The third workshop gave the team time to 
refocus on recommending insights and 
allowed them to approve insights to move 
forward with. 
To approve insights, members of breakout 
groups were given the ability to give "stump 
speeches" to the rest of their group. The 
group voiced any general challenges which 
were addressed in the recommendations. 
If the insight was deemed worthy by the 
group, it was approved to move forward. 
Overall, 98 insights were approved for 
implementation. 



Goal: find resources to fund climate and equity initiatives
Path to Action: 1.) define programs and costs, 2.) program insights for reallocation





Fiscal 
Reality 
Check

Budget 
Instructions

Budget 
Requests 

Due

Presentations, 
Deliberations, 

Recommendations
Approved 

Budget

Not thrilled with the 
budget proposals (lot of 

status quo, not much 
transformative, and 

unclear about needs)

Unclear how the 
recommendations tie to 

Priorities or Services 
(”base budget” 
unquestioned)

Balanced is great!

...but left unsettled if we 
did the best with the 

resources we have

Budget Development Process

Frequently doomed 
from the start, when 
fiscal context is set. 
(How do you fund 
climate action in 

pandemic?)

Propensity for game-
playing, or at least 

stretch-case budget 
requests to priorities





OUR CONTENTION
1. CLEAR EQUITY DEFINITION AND DATA
2. BETTER BUDGET DEVELOPMENT REQUESTS
3. READILY AVAILABLE RESOURCES TO FUND SOLUTIONS

WA






